
Key Benefits

Agility

Clarity

Efficiency

Control

• Simplify and accelerate your reporting from a single data 
layer, reducing processes which used to take several 
hours down to minutes.

• Scale your operations up or down and accelerate 
performance, all while managing costs, thanks to the 
platform’s cloud-native flexibility.

• Run financial and regulatory processes from the same 
data simultaneously, delivering consistent results.

• Trace balances back to the original source information 
easily, enhancing accountability, data ownership and 
lineage.

• Replace physical reports with on-demand, API-driven 
reporting, positioning you to deliver the consistency 
and granularity regulators will expect in the long term. 

• Reduce complexity with a single data flow for both 
operational and management information reports. 

• Reproduce reports from current or previous quarters 
accurately, thanks to robust code and data versioning.

 
• Maintain all your data in one place, ensuring 

commonality and a single source of truth.

NextGen Regulatory Reporting:
Compliance with confidence
Regulatory reporting represents a critical challenge, and the risks 
of getting things wrong are only increasing. Yet, as with so many 
institutions, a combination of disparate legacy systems, siloed 
information, and slow, outdated processes means data quality 
and control are not where you need them to be. The chance for 
errors is high, and your compliance costs are only growing higher. 

NextGen Regulatory Reporting changes the picture, giving you 
the scalability, traceability, and efficiency required to keep up 
with today’s regulatory demands. Based on tried and tested 
Google Cloud technology, and implemented by the experienced 
financial services team at Deloitte, NextGen Regulatory 
Reporting gives you the power to accelerate and simplify your 
reporting capability, while enhancing control and governance. 

Generate accurate reports faster. Improve transparency and 
lineage. Enhance data consistency. Reduce risk. It’s time to 
reinvent the game with NextGen Regulatory Reporting.
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It’s time to get more out of the cloud

Technology Architecture

With Deloitte and Google Cloud, you can be confident 
you’re making the most of your cloud investment. Google 
Cloud technology’s engineering innovation and native lean 
architecture, paired with Deloitte’s strategic insight and 
significant experience delivering change across the financial 
services industry, gives you the power to reduce costs, 
accelerate change and drive agility across your organization. 

Not only can we help you bring your data into a single, 
central source for your reporting obligations. We can also 
help you define your functional reporting requirements, 
configure your reports and build a regulatory strategy for 
the long term. Talk to us today about getting started. 
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Let’s reinvent the 
game together:

deloitte.com/googlecloud


